
1. Introduction
Despite the rapid depletion of global reserves (Shafiee & Topal, 2009) and harmful effects on global climate 
(IPCC, 2018), fossil fuel burning continues to dominate energy systems worldwide (Johansson et al., 2012). 
Solar farms offer an attractive solution for the transition to clean and sustainable energy use: solar power is 
the most abundant available renewable energy source (Johansson et al., 2012; Sieminski, 2013) and helps 
to mitigate climate change through reduced emissions (Creutzig et al., 2017; Kannan & Vakeesan, 2016). 
Harvesting the globally available solar energy (or even just that over the Sahara) could theoretically meet all 
humanity's energy needs today (Hu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018). Large-scale deployment of solar facilities 
over the world's deserts has been advanced as a feasible option (Komoto et al., 2015).

The climate and environmental impacts of solar farms have drawn increasing attention due to the rapid 
development of solar energy. Indeed, both on-site (e.g., Barron-Gafford et al., 2016; Grodsky & Hernan-
dez, 2020; Y. Liu et al., 2019) and satellite (e.g., Zhang & Xu, 2020) observations have shown complex and 
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understanding of the forcing mechanisms of massive Sahara solar farms can be helpful for the future site 
selection of large-scale desert solar energy facilities.
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location-dependent changes to microclimates and shifts in local ecosystems after the construction of desert 
solar farms across the world. Competing responses in surface temperature warming and cooling, and eco-
system recovery and degradation, were reported in prior work. These effects remain highly uncertain and 
motivate modeling studies to assess the potential regional and global impacts of the proposed large-scale 
application of solar energy in the desert based on a range of future energy use scenarios (Hu et al., 2016). 
The primary mechanism for local impacts can be largely simplified to a land–atmosphere feedback due to 
the albedo change in the desert, which is also the mechanism through which overgrazing has been impli-
cated to, at least partly, cause Sahel droughts (Charney, 1975). Similar land use/land-cover changes have 
been found to trigger this feedback and induce local climate and ecosystem responses, particularly over 
arid/semiarid regions (Huang et al., 2017). Interestingly, a recent modeling study (Li et al., 2018)—the first 
to link this land–atmosphere feedback to solar farms—reported that large-scale solar farms in the Sahara 
desert would increase local rainfall and vegetation, benefitting both the regional environment and sustain-
able development while generating electricity in excess of current global consumption. In simulations with 
a global atmosphere model with a dynamic land surface, the darker land surface (lower albedo of photo-
voltaic [PV] panels) compared to the desert surfaces they mask induces higher surface air temperatures 
and convergent flow. This, in turn, leads to more rainfall and promotes vegetation growth. The expansion 
of vegetation cover further lowers the surface albedo, amplifying the initial warmer and wetter conditions 
through this positive feedback. However, these local responses would also be expected to induce remote 
impacts through atmospheric teleconnections and ocean dynamics. These effects, which could significantly 
alter the assessment of the mitigation potential of solar farms, could not be fully captured by the model 
employed in Li et al. (2018), due to the assumption of unchanging ocean temperatures and heat transport.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Earth-System Model EC-Earth

We employ a fully coupled Earth-system model (ESM), EC-Earth to study the global climate and environ-
mental responses to large-scale solar farms in the Sahara. EC-Earth (version 3.3.1) is a European communi-
ty ESM which integrates several component models (atmosphere, ocean, sea-ice, and dynamic vegetation) 
and thus is capable of simulating complex interactions between the atmosphere, the ocean, and the land 
biosphere. In addition to incorporating a full set of interacting components affecting large-scale climate, 
EC-Earth employs a relatively high atmospheric spatial resolution that can more accurately represent syn-
optic precipitation (Raj et al., 2019) and boundary layer conditions (e.g., better resolved topography) (Zheng 
& Eltahir, 1998), important for capturing key dynamic features of the Sahara regional climate system such 
as the Western African Monsoon (WAM) strength (Hourdin et al., 2010; Sylla et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2010). 
Past studies (Hazeleger et al., 2010, 2012; Kageyama et al., 2017) provide an overview of the general per-
formance of an earlier version of this model. In particular, the model demonstrates skill in emulating a 
number of key physical processes relevant to this study, such as the atmospheric general circulation and 
monsoon system (Berntell et al., 2018; Pausata et al., 2016) and the tropical climate variability and atmos-
pheric teleconnections (Pausata et al., 2017a). A recent study shows that simulated 100-year trends and 
interdecadal variability of EC-Earth (EC-Earth3-Veg configuration, also used in this study) fall within the 
range of the CMIP6 (the latest ESM Intercomparison project) piControl ensemble (Parsons et al., 2020).

EC-Earth is part of a new generation of global ESMs that incorporates a second-generation dynamic vege-
tation–ecosystem scheme (the LPJ-GUESS vegetation–ecosystem model) based on an individual-based and 
patch-based representation of land ecosystem structure and dynamics (Smith et al., 2001, 2014). It takes 
into account vegetation structure, competition, and disturbances which are key to accurately modeling re-
sponses of dry land and mixed forest ecosystems (Smith et al., 2014; Whitley et al., 2017). This functionality 
has been demonstrated to be critical for capturing tree mortality and recovery following drought in savan-
nahs and forest ecosystems (Haverd et al., 2013; Purves & Pacala, 2008; Wolf et al., 2011). Associated inter-
actions with climate are key to characterizing the impacts and feedbacks of land use and land-cover changes 
in regions sensitive to altered albedo, such as the Sahara desert. The model shows improved performance 
in arid land like North Africa, for example, for the precipitation–grass cover relationship (Lu et al., 2018).
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2.2. Solar Farm Simulations

We conduct three baseline simulations (CTRL, S20, and S50) using the fully coupled EC-Earth model 3.3.1 
with active atmosphere, ocean, sea-ice, and dynamic vegetation components. The horizontal resolution of 
atmosphere/land/vegetation is T159 (∼1.125°), with 62 vertical levels in the atmosphere, while the ocean/
sea-ice model has a horizontal resolution of ∼1° and 46 vertical levels. Each simulation is initialized from 
a state of 1990 climate and vegetation cover (representing a present-day state for this model which is con-
strained by observation) and runs for 150 years during spin-up. The model reaches a quasi-equilibrium 
climate (indicated by the stable global mean surface air temperature and Sea Surface Temperature [SST], 
figure not shown) after spin-up, and we use the next 60  years of model output for analysis. We fix the 
greenhouse gas levels, aerosol forcing, and other land use and land-cover properties (cropland, pasture, and 
managed forest) at their 1990 values.

The S20 and S50 (“solar panels”) represent the “Sahara solar farm” scenarios in which 20% and 50% of all 
the grid points in the North African region (15–30°N, 20°W–45°E; Figure 3, black circles; Figure S1) are 
prescribed reduced bare soil albedo. The installment of PV panels decreases surface albedo from the highly 
reflective desert soils (Figure S1). The albedo of the entire prescribed grid point approximates the effective 
albedo (0.235) of PV solar panels (Li et al., 2018) (Text S1). The effective albedo of PV panels takes account 
of the lateral export of electric energy captured by the panels outside the deployment region (Text S1). For 
simplicity, vegetation is allowed to grow in solar panel grid cells and change their cover fraction, but the 
influence of this unrealistic assumption is expected to be limited in terms of albedo effects (Text S1). Note 
that this method (lowering surface albedo) has been commonly used in climate models and ESMs to study 
large-scale PV solar farm impacts (e.g., Hu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018). The S20 and S50 scenario simulations 
are compared with a 1990 control simulation (CTRL).

The low-end scenario S20 is expected to be able to meet the global demand after various efficiency losses, 
and its justification in terms of electricity production can be found in Text S2. S20 is also ideal for an inter-
model comparison with Li et al. (2018). The high-end scenario S50 is a more theoretical scenario to focus on 
the forcing mechanisms from larger signals in land use changes (Text S2). Another regional consumption 
scenario (S05) in which solar panels cover 5% of North Africa and supply the energy needs of Europe, Af-
rica, and the Middle East (∼24.6% of the world's consumption; BP, 2019) is also considered, the results of 
which are discussed in Text S3.

We also conduct two additional simulations driven by the mean SST seasonal cycle calculated from the 
reanalysis data for the period 1960–1989 (Hurrell et al., 2008) (CTRLSST and S20SST). This ensures that in 
these simulations only changes to the atmosphere and vegetation are simulated and allow us to disentangle 
the effects of interactive ocean dynamics. In S20SST, we use the same configuration of solar panels as in 
S20. These fixed SST simulations are similar to those studied in Li et al. (2018). By comparing the response 
of climate and vegetation in S20SST and CTRLSST (a 30-year interval of output) to that in the fully coupled 
simulations S20 and CTRL, we can assess the role of ocean dynamics (and resulting ocean–atmosphere 
interactions) and land-induced changes in atmospheric dynamics in propagating the local influences of 
Sahara solar farms to a global scale.

3. Results
3.1. Local Response to the Sahara Solar Farms

The EC-Earth solar farm simulations depict prominent warming anomalies over the Sahara (Figures 1a–c). 
The local mean surface air temperature is increased by ∼1.5°C in S20 and is further increased by ∼1°C in 
S50. This corresponds to ∼1°C of warming per 4.4% reduction of the surface albedo (Figure S4, taking veg-
etation cover into account), consistent with a previous study (Laguë et al. 2019). To the south of the local 
warming signal is a slight cooling, where latent heat cooling (because of more precipitation) and enhanced 
vegetation evapotranspiration dominates, especially during boreal summer (Figure S3a-c). The precipita-
tion response (Figures 1d–f) is closely associated with temperature anomalies. The increased annual mean 
precipitation is driven by surface heating and moisture convergence (Figure S5), mainly in summer (Fig-
ure S3d–f). The precipitation increase averaged over the Sahara desert is 0.1 and 0.4 mm/day in S20 and S50, 
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respectively, with larger increases at the southern edge of the area (Figures 1d–f; Figure S4). Circulation 
shifts are a key to these rainfall changes, mainly driven by an enhanced WAM (Figure S3d–f). The spatial 
pattern and magnitude of the local temperature and precipitation anomalies of S20 and S20SST are consist-
ent with Li et al. (2018).

More rainfall over North Africa induced by large-scale solar farms leads to vegetation expansion (Fig-
ures 2a–2c). In S20, the vegetation extent shifts northward only slightly, whereas in S50 about half of the 
Sahara becomes colonized by savannah and grassland. By comparing vegetation coverage (Figures 2d–2g), 
we identify that the Sahara vegetation change mainly consists of expansion of tall grass with scattered high 
vegetation including closed rainforest as far north as ∼30°N in the S50 scenario. In the desert, vegetation 
growth enabled by rainfall enhancement further reduces albedo, increases evapotranspiration, and decreas-
es sensible heat flux; this reinforces the initial precipitation increase and leads to a larger vegetation re-
sponse (Li et al., 2018). As a result, the simulated vegetation expansion, which in the Sahara mostly consists 
of grass replacing bare ground, induces positive land (vegetation)–atmosphere feedbacks (Lu et al., 2018; 
Pausata et al., 2016). This local positive albedo–precipitation–vegetation feedback is also known as the clas-
sic Charney mechanism (Charney, 1975).
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Figure 1. Mean climate response. Modeled annual mean (a–c) surface air temperature response, and (d–f) precipitation and 925 hPa wind response. From top 
to bottom, the results are for S20−CTRL, S50−CTRL, and S20SST−CTRLSST. All anomalies shown exceed 95% significance level based on two-sample t test.
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3.2. Remote Response to the Sahara Solar Farms

Our simulations reveal that the climate response to a massive deployment of solar farms is not limited to 
the local scale but is characterized by extensive teleconnections. Both the S20 and S50 scenarios lead to a 
pronounced signal of surface warming across the globe (Figure 1a and 1b), and in the case of S50 it can be 
seen more clearly that the warming is stronger in the Northern Hemisphere high latitudes. In contrast, the 
temperature response outside the North African region is largely suppressed when SST is prescribed in the 
simulations (Figure 1c). The mechanism behind the remote response is as follows: the local response of 
warming in North Africa leads to a stronger meridional temperature gradient between the subtropics and 
high latitudes, thus intensifying the mid-latitude to high-latitude eddy activity and oceanic Atlantic merid-
ional overturning circulation (Figure S6a). This also results in larger northward atmospheric and oceanic 
heat transport (Figure S6b,c) (Muschitiello et al., 2015). The Arctic climate shift in S50 also indicates the 
presence of a persistent positive Arctic Oscillation pattern, with lower sea level pressure over the Arctic 
(Figure S7, shading), stronger winds circulating around the North Pole (Figure S7, vectors), and more cold 
air confined to the polar regions. However, this Arctic amplification is not very clear in S20.
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Figure 2. Vegetation response. Modeled vegetation pattern of (a) CTRL, (b) S20, and (c) S50. The simulated plant functional type (PFT) is shown where the 
vegetation cover is larger than 15%. Modeled annual mean vegetation cover (fraction) differences for (d, f) low vegetation and (e, g) high vegetation.
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The most striking feature of the mean SST response is the warming of the Arctic Ocean, North Pacific, and 
North Atlantic (Figure 3a and 3b, shading), while the warming effect on the Southern Ocean is smaller. This 
North-South asymmetric warming is more robust in S50, reaching +2°C in the oceans in the North Hemi-
sphere. Accompanied by the warming anomalies, the Arctic and Antarctica sea-ice decline is noticeable in 
the solar farm simulations (Figure 3a and 3b, black and purple contours, numbers) but generally weaker in 
S20. The SST cools slightly in the equatorial Atlantic (likely due to increased wind-driven coastal upwelling 
off Northwest Africa) and causes a larger east-west temperature gradient, related to the intensification of 
the WAM (Pausata et al., 2016).

Solar farms induce a northward shift in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in the tropical Pacific (as 
seen from the precipitation anomalies; Figure 1d and 1e), driven by warming in the Northern Hemisphere 
and the enhanced meridional heat transport (Figure 1a and 1b; Figure S6) (Chiang & Friedman, 2012). 
The precipitation response includes a significant reduction (by ∼−10% in S20 and ∼−30% in S50) over vast 
regions of Central America, northern South America, and the tropical western Atlantic, in about half of a 
magnitude of precipitation increase seen in the Sahel and Sahara (Figure 1d and 1e). Moisture supply to 
those regions declines (Figure S5a,b, vectors), perturbed by the large-scale atmospheric circulation changes 
(Durán-Quesada et  al.,  2017). The moisture source in the Atlantic instead transports more to the Sahel 
and that in the Pacific transports more to the northward shifted Pacific ITCZ. The reduction in moisture 
flow and precipitation over the Amazon can be further exacerbated by the remote effects from vegetation 
expansion over Africa (Kooperman et al., 2018). By examining the large-scale remote responses induced by 
Sahara solar farms in S20SST, we find that the precipitation and wind anomalies seen in S20 are significantly 
dampened when the ocean response to local changes and associated ocean–atmosphere interactions are 
limited (Figure 1f; Figure S3f).

The solar farm simulations show a consistent decline in El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability 
(Text S4), from –3% in S20% to –17% in S50 (averaged over Niño 3.4 box) (Figures  4a–4c). The Atlantic 
Niño variability is also reduced in S20 and considerably weakened in S50. The early onset of the WAM 
(not shown) and the northward shift of ITCZ in late spring and summer decrease the equatorial west-
ern Atlantic surface wind variability, as the maximum wind variance moves away from the equator. This 
in turn weakens the equatorial eastern Atlantic SST variability (which usually peaks a few months later) 
(Pausata et al., 2017a). The Atlantic Niño response further increases the strength of the Walker circula-
tion (Figure S8a,b) and drives the wind anomalies over the equatorial Pacific westwards during summer 
(Figure S3d,e). This leads to increased mean westward ocean currents and a deepened thermocline in the 
equatorial Pacific (FigureS8c). The former can dampen the eastward-propagating warm surface anomalies 
that characterize extreme El Niño events (Cai et al., 2015), and the latter can weaken the Bjerknes positive 
feedbacks (Liu et al., 2014) by reducing ocean vertical stratification which is crucial for ENSO development 
(Ding et al., 2012).
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Figure 3. Ocean mean state response. Modeled annual mean SST response (shading color) and sea-ice extent (>50% sea-ice concentration) in CTRL (black 
curve) and solar farm simulations (purple curves) for (a) S20−CTRL and (b) S50−CTRL. The hemispheric sea-ice extent changes are also shown in the corner 
of the map. Black dots depict the locations of solar panels for S20 and S50 (“checkerboard”). All anomalies shown exceed 95% significance level based on two-
sample t test.
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Solar farms tend to promote more favorable conditions for tropical cyclone development. By examining 
a Cyclone Genesis Index (CGI) (Text S5) (Bruyère et al., 2012), we estimate how the climate state, in par-
ticular the kinematic (wind shear) and thermodynamic (potential intensity) factors, affects the tropical 
cyclogenesis in our simulations. The changes to CGI in S20 and S50 indicate that tropical cyclone activity is 
likely to be amplified in the Northern Hemisphere in these scenarios, especially off the East Asian coast and 
North America (Figure 4d and 4e). The North Atlantic tropical cyclone formation area (Figure 4d, contour) 
is shifted to the western North Atlantic margin, leading to the dipole pattern in the CGI anomalies. This 
potential intensification of tropical cyclone genesis in the coastal regions is mainly attributed to increased 
potential intensity and weakened vertical wind shear in these regions (Figure S9), linked to the northward 
expansion of the ITCZ (Pausata et al., 2017a; Van Hengstum et al., 2016).

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Our ESM simulation results support the hypothesis that theoretical large-scale solar farms in the Sahara 
desert can bring more rainfall and vegetation to this region, and at the same time meet the energy demand 
of the global population (Text S2) (Li et al., 2018), currently at 18.4 TW and steadily increasing (BP, 2019). 
However, the remote effects of these solar farms on global climate and ecosystems as conveyed through 
atmospheric teleconnections and reinforced by ocean dynamics appear to be robust. The analogous local 
rainfall increase and global climate changes during the “Green Sahara” wet period ∼6,000 years ago (Claus-
sen et al., 2017)—supported by various proxy data and modeling studies (Text S6)—rationalize our model 
sensitivity to landscape changes (albedo) in North Africa. These results suggest that careful spatial planning 
and improved solar panel efficiency will be needed to minimize the unintended consequences of massive 
desert solar farms in North Africa.

It should be noted that the potential risks in remote regions associated with the deployment of Sahara solar 
farms can be scale dependent and model dependent. In our model, for instance, if the solar farms do not 
cover a large enough fraction of the Sahara desert (20% coverage or more), then the responses are quite 
muted (e.g., the S05 scenario, Text S3). A more comprehensive assessment of such risks would also require 
a systematic study using more ESM simulations with different model sensitivities to land use changes. 
Moreover, in future studies, the global impacts of large-scale solar farms should be evaluated alongside the 
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Figure 4. El Niño, Atlantic Niño, and tropical cyclone response. (a–c) Modeled SST interannual variability for the Pacific basin (DJFM) and Atlantic basin 
(MJJA) (Text S4). Black boxes are Niño3.4 and Atlantic3 regions with the region averaged value shown below. (d, e) Modeled CGI index (Text S5) change 
(shading color) with mean CGI index of CTRL shown in (d) as black contour. The CGI is set to zero between 5°S and 5°N due to zero Coriolis vorticity at the 
equator. CGI, Cyclone Genesis Index.
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effect of reduced CO2 emissions from fossil fuels brought on by the deployment of such solar farms. In fact, 
the warming from anthropogenic emissions of CO2 from fossil fuels would likely exceed the global surface 
temperature rise of 0.16 and 0.39°C caused by solar farms in S20 and S50.

The implementation of solar panels as decreased bare soil albedo in our simulations can be seen as over-
simplified, and some unique solar panel properties may need to be considered with their effects quantified 
in future studies. The interface between air and soil is different from that between air and impervious 
solar panels. In the solar farm simulations, the additional absorbed solar radiation is dissipated through 
the surface energy balance (the model scheme is described in Verhoef & Vidale, 2012) and manifests as 
surface flux and temperature changes through thermal and water-holding properties of soil, compared to 
those through albedo and heat capacity of solar panels. Furthermore, the desert solar panels are usually 
placed above the ground, and they may also lead to changes in wind speed, turbulence, and mixing in the 
near-surface boundary layer (Armstrong et al., 2014). Vegetation grows over the soil (prescribed solar panels 
in the simulations) which is not likely in a well-managed solar farm, while it can overestimate the increase 
in evapotranspiration.

There are other essential aspects of the global response to desert solar farms that are currently missing in 
our simulations but can be assumed as important side effects. They partly justify the design of more styl-
ized scenario S50 so that we are able to fully capture potential global impacts compared to S20 that is more 
closely related to the world's projected energy use. For example, the vegetation recovery over the desert 
zone can cause a drop in dust loadings (also reducing albedo) which can directly contribute to the local 
atmosphere–land(albedo)–vegetation feedback and cause additional local and remote atmosphere, ocean, 
and land surface responses (Pausata et al., 2016). The reduced dust emission from North Africa can further 
affect the fertilization of the Amazon forest (Yu et al., 2015) and the Atlantic Ocean phytoplankton (Conway 
& John, 2014) through long-range transport, triggering amplified ecosystem shifts. All these potential cou-
pled responses underscore the importance of a holistic, Earth-system analysis when examining the benefits 
and risks of the expansive establishment of solar farms in the world's deserts.

Data Availability Statement
All data analyzed in the paper for the main figures are accessible in the Harvard Dataverse repository at 
https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/TEZW3N.
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